A type of heritable cellular change, known as habituation, occurs spontaneously in plant tissue and cell culture. This phenomenon is characterized by a newly acquired capacity of plant cells to produce growth regulatory substances. Using cloned lines of tobacco pith parenchyma cells, we demonstrated that a newly acquired character, in this instance an ability to produce a factor promoting cell division, is inherited by individual cells, that it persists for long periods of time, but that it is regularly reversible under completely defined experimental conditions. Evidence is presented that suggests that habituation results from heritable alterations in the pattern of gene expression and that it can, therefore, be used as a model for study of cell differentiation. The significance of these findings to the tumor problem is discussed.
Cell determination and cell differentiation can be inherited by individual cells (1) (2) (3) . Since most specialized cells are thought to be genetically equivalent (4) (5) (6) , the fundamental question arises of how cells with the same genotype can inherit different characters. Habituation of tobacco cells in culture provides a model system for approaching this question.
Pith parenchyma tissue excised from tobacco plants requires both an auxin and a factor promoting cell division, such as a 6-substituted purine cytokinin or a cytokinesin, for continued growth in culture (7) (8) (9) . These tissues sometimes lose their exogenous requirement for either an auxin or a cell-division factor, or both, after a variable number of passages in culture. Thereafter, the tissue can be propagated indefinitely without added growth factor. This type of heritable change, known as habituation, occurs in cultured tissues of various plant species (10, 11) .
Habituated tissues maintained in culture produce significant amounts of the growth factor for which they are habituated (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , indicating that habituation results from persistent biosynthesis of specific growth factors. The fact that intact plants produce auxin and cell-division factors suggests that habituation is due to the heritable expression of genes normally inactive in cultured cells. This hypothesis predicts that habituation should be regularly reversible. Lutz (15) has induced reversal of several cloned cell lines of tobacco habituated for both auxin and a cell-division factor; reversal of auxinhabituation has been reported with tissues of Crepis capillaris (16) The different habituated clones varied in their growth rate on kinetin-free medium. To test whether or not this variation was due to differences in degree of habituation, we compared growth of the clones on media with and without kinetin (Fig.  1) . The data are expressed as an autotrophy index: the ratio of growth without kinetin to growth with kinetin. This index has a value close to zero for tissues with an absolute cytokinin requirement, e.g., pith and normal clone 51N. For most habituated clones tested, the index was larger than 1.0, indicating that concentrations of kinetin optimal for growth of normal tissues inhibited growth. This effect is commonly observed with tissues that produce significant amounts of cell-division factors (11, 22) . The different clones also varied over two orders of magnitude in the concentration of kinetin required for optimum growth (Fig. 2) Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA 70 (1973) L -fl rn, -,-culture, we conclude that cytokinin habituation is reversible and, therefore, not due to permanent genetic changes.
DISCUSSION
The present experiments demonstrate that the ability to produce factors promoting cell division, a specific differentiated function of higher plants, is inherited by individual tobacco cells and is regularly reversible. Several lines of evidence indicate that cytokinin habituation results from heritable alterations in the pattern of gene expression rather than from rare, random mutations: (i) Habituation is regularly reversible and is a directed change in heredity involving activation of biosynthetic capacities of the normal cell.
(ii) Mutation of a small number of cells followed by selection is unlikely to explain the results presented here since habituation occurs in tissues maintained on concentrations of kinetin that inhibit growth of habituated tissues but not normal tissues. (iii) Cytokinin habituation occurs rapidly in culture.
In preliminary experiments, we estimated a rough habituation rate from measurements of changes in the frequency of habituated cells with time in culture. The lower limit for this rate is about 10-3 conversions per cell doubling. Although we cannot rule out directed mutations that occur at high rates, such as paramutation in maize (25) and anthocyanin variegation in Nicotiana hybrids (26) , the best interpretation of our results appears to be that habituation is an epigenetic change akin to transdetermination in Drosophila (3) or inheritance of serotype in Paramecium (27) . This conclusion bears directly on the problem of tumor transformation in crown gall, a neoplastic disease of higher plants. Tumors result when normal cells, conditioned by wounding, are exposed to a tumor-inducing principle pro--duced by the crown-gall bacterium (28, 29) . There is growing evidence that tumor-inducing principle is a self-replicating entity (30) and that it persists in crown-gall tissues even after many years of continuous propagation in culture (31, 32) . Braun has proposed that tumor transformation in plants, and perhaps generally, results from the persistent expression of host genes involved in cell proliferation (33) . This hypothesis is based on two observations: Tumor transformation in crown gall is potentially reversible and, therefore, not the result of permanent changes in the host cell genome (34) ; and conversion of normal cells to fully autonomous tumor cells involves the gradual activation of several latent biosynthetic capacities of the normal cell (35) .
There are several striking similarities between tumor transformation and habituation. A key event in transformation is the conversion of a cytokinin-requiring cell into an autotrophic cell which is then able to produce sufficient amounts of cell-division factors for continuous growth in culture (35) . Just as in cytokinin habituation, this event is heritable and potentially reversible. Moreover, tobacco tissues habituated for both auxin and cytokinin produce transplantable tumors in host plants of the same species (36) . The fact that habituation occurs in the absence of crown-gall bacteria or added tumor-inducing principle indicates that persistence of the essential features of tumor cells does not necessarily result from expression of foreign genes introduced in the transformation process and carried thereafter by the host cell.
Therefore, even where transformation is initiated by a virus or a similar self-replicating entity, the primary event in transformation may, in fact, be the self-sustained expression of host genes.
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